After having read this chapter pencil in hand and done this REALITY CHECK

i. What would you say the idea of this chapter is:

ii. What question(s) do you have about this chapter:
HW 8-1. Identify the specifying-phrase $-31.836 \oplus +17.045$

**Your Work:**

i. Explain your reasoning in getting your result.

ii. Circle which of the following choices matches exactly what you got above.

   a. $+48.881$  
   b. $-48.881$  
   c. $-14.791$  
   d. $+14.791$  
   e. None of the above four choices

iii. Check on the front page the box that corresponds to your choice thus [X].

HW 8-2. Identify the specifying-phrase $+503.24 \oplus -720.45$

**Your Work:**

i. Explain your reasoning in getting your result.

ii. Circle which of the following choices matches exactly what you got above.

   a. $+1223.69$  
   b. $-1223.69$  
   c. $-217.21$  
   d. $+217.21$  
   e. None of the above four choices
iii. Check on the front page the box that corresponds to your choice thus X.

**Hw 8-3.** Identify the specifying-phrase $-300.056 \oplus -294.034$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Your Work:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>i. Explain your reasoning in getting your result.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| ii. Circle which of the following choices matches exactly what you got above. |
| a. $+594.09$  b. $-594.09$  c. $-6.022$  d. $+6.022$  e. None of the above four choices |

iii. Check on the front page the box that corresponds to your choice thus X.

**Hw 8-4.** Identify the specifying-phrase $+613.45 \oplus +639.12$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Your Work:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>i. Explain your reasoning in getting your result.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| ii. Circle which of the following choices matches exactly what you got above. |
| a. $+594.09$  b. $-594.09$  c. $-6.022$  d. $+6.022$  e. None of the above four choices |
a. +1252.57     b. −1252.57     c. +25.67     d. −25.67

e. None of the above four choices

\textbf{iii. Check on the front page the box that corresponds to your choice thus \(\bigcirc\).}

\textit{Hw 8-5.} Your balance was eighty-eight dollars and twenty-eight cents in the red and you made an three hundred twenty-six dollars and three cents deposit. What is the signed number-phrase that represents your new balance?

\textbf{Your Work:}

i. Explain your reasoning in getting your result.

\textbf{ii. Circle which of the following choices matches exactly what you got above.}

\begin{itemize}
  \item a. +237.75 Dollars
  \item b. −414.31 Dollars
  \item c. +414.31 Dollars
  \item d. −237.75 Dollars
  \item e. None of the above four choices
\end{itemize}

\textbf{iii. Check on the front page the box that corresponds to your choice thus \(\bigcirc\).}

\textit{Hw 8-6.} Your balance was ninety-four dollars and thirty-nine cents in the black and you made an three hundred forty-six dollars and eleven cents deposit. What is the signed number-phrase that represents your new balance?

\textbf{Your Work:}

i. Explain your reasoning in getting your result.
ii. Circle which of the following choices matches exactly what you got above.

a. $+251.72 \text{ Dollars}$  
   b. $-952.49 \text{ Dollars}$  
   c. $+952.49 \text{ Dollars}$  
   d. $-251.72 \text{ Dollars}$  
   e. None of the above four choices

iii. Check on the front page the box that corresponds to your choice thus $\Box$. 